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ABSTRACT: While neural networks achieve state-of-the-art per-
formance for many molecular modeling and structure−property
prediction tasks, these models can struggle with generalization to
out-of-domain examples, exhibit poor sample efficiency, and produce
uncalibrated predictions. In this paper, we leverage advances in
evidential deep learning to demonstrate a new approach to
uncertainty quantification for neural network-based molecular
structure−property prediction at no additional computational cost.
We develop both evidential 2D message passing neural networks and
evidential 3D atomistic neural networks and apply these networks
across a range of different tasks. We demonstrate that evidential
uncertainties enable (1) calibrated predictions where uncertainty
correlates with error, (2) sample-efficient training through uncertainty-guided active learning, and (3) improved experimental
validation rates in a retrospective virtual screening campaign. Our results suggest that evidential deep learning can provide an
efficient means of uncertainty quantification useful for molecular property prediction, discovery, and design tasks in the chemical and
physical sciences.

■ INTRODUCTION

As quantitative structure−activity relationship (QSAR) models
are increasingly applied across the chemical and physical
sciences to guide time- and resource-intensive experimentation,
an understanding of when to trust model predictions is of critical
importance.1−3 Though neural networks have shown tremen-
dous promise in QSAR modeling,4,5 they remain difficult to
interpret, are susceptible to pathological failures in out-of-
domain regimes, and lack guarantees on their robustness.
Therefore, a better understanding of predictive confidence of
neural models is essential, particularly for drug discovery and
virtual screening applications where model predictions can
inform safety-critical experimental pipelines.
Uncertainty quantification (UQ) methods can help meet this

critical need to facilitate the robust application of neural models
in the chemical sciences. Indeed, significant work has been done
in establishing general methods to estimate epistemic
uncertainties (i.e., model uncertainty due to uncertainty in
parameters and predictions) and aleatoric uncertainties (i.e.,
data uncertainty due to noise inherent in the observations) of
neural network predictions.6 Recent studies have demonstrated
the importance of focusing explicitly on epistemic uncertainty in
the contexts of property and reaction prediction in the chemical
sciences,7 discovery in the biological sciences,8 as well as in
healthcare more broadly.9 While a plethora of distance-based
and nonparametric methods for UQ has been developed,10,11

Bayesian neural networks12 and sampling-based approaches,
such as model ensembling13 and dropout sampling,14 are still
accepted as state of the art for epistemic UQ in neural networks,
due in part to their model-agnostic nature and ease of
implementation.7,15,16

However, these approaches only generate approximations to
the underlying uncertainty functions via stochastic sampling,
incurring computational costs and runtimes that are routinely an
order of magnitude higher than those of single models. This
poses a significant challenge to using these epistemic uncertainty
models in iterative active learning procedures, scans of very large
chemical libraries, and molecular dynamics simulations.16,17

Additionally, the most recent adaptations of atomistic neural
networks for prediction of potential energy surfaces and
quantum mechanical properties have achieved state-of-the-art
results by using more expressive, larger network architectures
that sacrifice speed for predictive accuracy.18,19 Large model
sizes compound the computational expense of deploying
sampling-based UQ methods and necessitate the development
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of more efficient approaches. Though neural networks can be
trained to obtain closed-form solutions of only aleatoric
uncertainty without sampling, these methods fail to provide
estimates of epistemic uncertainties, limiting their broad
utility.20−24 More generally, recent analyses have revealed an
overwhelming lack of consensus as to the top performing UQ
methods across molecular property prediction data sets.15,25

Thus, there remains a need for fast, calibrated, and scalable UQ
methods for QSAR models that provide estimates of model
uncertainty and can be deployed across a range of molecular
property prediction and discovery tasks.
Emerging evidential deep learning algorithms have the

potential to address these limitations in their ability to directly
learn grounded representations of epistemic uncertainty without
the need for sampling.26,27 Specifically, these methods formulate
learning as an evidence acquisition process, wherein new
training examples add support to a learned evidential
distribution that parametrizes a probability distribution over
the network’s likelihood function. Evidential learning therefore
offers the promise of efficient and calibrated uncertainty learning
without the need for sampling. Furthermore, evidential neural
networks can be implemented without significant architecture
changes, but rather via modifications to the training loss
function, and could thus enable tight integration with domain-
specific architectures. However, while evidential learning
formulations for both regression27 and classification26 have
recently been presented, the utility of these methods on
complex, nonuniform inputs, such as molecular graphs pervasive
throughout the chemical sciences, has yet to be shown.
In this work, we establish evidential deep learning as a new

approach to UQ for molecular structure−property prediction
(Figure 1). Specifically, this work makes the following
contributions:

1. Development of evidential message passing and atomistic
networks that learn 2D or 3D molecular representations,
respectively, and return well-calibrated epistemic un-
certainties without any sampling;

2. Evaluation of evidential uncertainties on benchmark
QSAR regression tasks against gold-standard, sampling-
based UQ methods;

3. Validation of the relevance of evidential deep learning to
key molecular discovery applications that require sample

prioritization from a larger screening library, namely the
following:
(i) Uncertainty-guided learning for sample-efficient

model training and accelerated property optimiza-
tion;

(ii) Uncertainty-guided deployment for prioritization
of high confidence candidates in virtual screening.

Taken together, our experiments validate a framework to use
evidential deep learning as a powerful and flexible replacement
for UQ in molecular property prediction and discovery tasks
across the chemical sciences.

■ APPROACH
Formulating Evidential Learning for Molecules.

Evidential deep learning models26,27 are a recent approach to
training single networks to estimate predictive uncertainties.
While neural networks have been trained to output probabilities,
for example with Softmax28 for classification or Gaussian
distributions (MVE)20 for regression, these approaches estimate
the probability of an output but neglect the model’s uncertainty
associated with that output. Evidential deep learning extends the
idea of learning the parameters of a probability distribution
further to predict higher-order distributions over the original
likelihood parameters themselves. These higher-order parame-
ters define the evidential distribution and capture both the
model’s prediction as well as the degree of evidence associated
with that prediction. These models estimate uncertainty by
directly learning the parameters defining this evidential
distribution and are closely related to Bayesian neural
networks14 and ensembling approaches13 which estimate the
model’s uncertainty by sampling from the likelihood distribu-
tion, instead of directly learning to output it.
In the regression setting (e.g., prediction of a continuous

target), we are given a data set of paired training examples
= { }=x y,i i i

N
1, for which the targets, ∈yi , can be assumed to

be drawn i.i.d. from a Gaussian distribution with mean and
variance θ = {μ, σ2}. In the case of MVE networks, the likelihood
parameters θ are deterministic and fixed, such that the model is
optimized during training to predict these values directly,
preventing estimation of model uncertainty. As an extension to
this approach, evidential models assume these parameters are
unknown andmust instead be probabilistically estimated. This is
done by placing priors over the likelihood parameters, such that

Figure 1. Evidential uncertainty for molecular prediction and discovery. (A) Evidential direct message passing or atomistic neural networks learn
molecular representations, predict target properties, and infer the parameters of an underlying evidential distribution that captures the evidence in
support of each prediction and enables uncertainty estimation. (B)Uncertainties are applied during learning (I) to guide sample acquisition and during
deployment (II) to discover high confidence candidates with high empirical success rates.
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the mean μ is drawn from a Gaussian distribution and the
variance σ2 is drawn from an Inverse-Gamma distribution. The
resulting higher-order distribution (also referred to as the
evidential distribution) thus can be represented by a Normal-
Inverse-Gamma distribution, p(θ|m). This evidential distribu-
tion is specified by four parameters m = {γ, λ, α, β}. For
continuous targets, evidential models directly learn these
parameters m which in turn define full distributions on top of
the likelihood parameters {μ, σ2}, thus capturing the uncertainty
in the model’s prediction (Figure 2A,B). Accordingly, the model

outputs four values per target, corresponding to the four
parameters of m, and is trained using a multiobjective loss that
aims to jointly maximize model fit while minimizing evidence on
errors (Figure 2C).
In this work, we demonstrate that this evidential learning

framework can be coupled with molecular feature extraction
networks to predict target properties and also estimate
uncertainty (Figure 2). We accomplish this by taking the
molecular representation learned by a feature extractor (e.g., a
neural network operating on 2D molecular graphs) and feeding
it into a dense evidential layer which maps these higher
dimensional learned features to the four evidential parametersm
which yield both property prediction and uncertainty estimates.

All models are trained end-to-end, from molecule input to
evidential property output, via backpropagation by optimizing
the evidential loss function. [Full model details can be found in
the Supporting Information, and code for implementation can
be accessed at https://github.com/aamini/chemprop.]

■ RESULTS
Uncertainty Benchmarking. We first sought to demon-

strate that our evidential learning algorithm could produce
desirable uncertainties across both molecular and atomistic
property prediction tasks. Given our emphasis on downstream
tasks that require choosing the correct molecule from a larger
screening library (Figure 1B), we evaluated whether predicted
uncertainties are correctly ranked with respect to error; that is,
predictions with the lowest uncertainty should also be expected
to have the lowest error.
We integrated the evidential regression method into a

directed message passing neural network (D-MPNN) archi-
tecture50 and assessed its performance in the “lower-N” (data set
of ≤10,000 molecules) regression setting on commonly used
benchmarking data sets29 of aqueous solubility (Delaney),
solvation energy (Freesolv), lipophilicity (Lipo), and atom-
ization energy (QM7) (Figure 3A). With smaller data sets,
sampling approaches such as model ensembling are not
prohibitively expensive in practice, so evidential regression
must demonstrate more calibrated uncertainty predictions
relative to standard sampling-based UQ methods to justify its
adoption.
Evidential regression performed well in its ability to rank

uncertainties with respect to error (Table 1, Figure S1).
Specifically, the evidential method achieves the lowest error
across all methods tested when considering only the top 5%
most certain predictions for three of the four data sets tested
(Delaney, Freesolv, QM7; Table 1). On both the Delaney and
QM7 data sets, error returned by the evidential model is well
below the second best performing method by the 50%
confidence cutoff (Figure 3B,C). The drastic improvement
over ensembles in QM7 is consistent with previous observations
that single neural network models are more accurate than
ensembles in the top confidence percentiles on QM7.15 Still, in
the lower-N setting, there is some variance in performance
across data sets. On the lipophilicity data set, the RMSE
computed at uncertainty cutoff percentiles of 0.25 and below for
evidential regression is higher (worse) than the dropout-based
sampling method, showing no advantage in selecting the most
accurately predicted test set molecules over dropout (Table 1,
Figure S1). Furthermore, the evidential method yields higher
rank correlation between uncertainty and error than both
ensembles and dropout on two of the four lower-N data sets
tested and is at least within one standard deviation of the
ensemble method for three of the four data sets tested,
supporting its ability to better rank predictions (Figure S3).
To further evaluate performance in the lower-N setting, we

conducted a similar analysis on three additional lower-N data
sets acquired from the Therapeutics Data Commons30 with
tasks to predict hepatocyte clearance (“Clearance”), median
lethal dose (“LD50”), and plasma protein binding rates
(“PPBR”). We find that evidence is competitive with
sampling-based methods here as well, with RMSE that is at
least as low as the top performing sampling method on all three
data sets tested (Table S1). Furthermore, error for the evidential
method decreases steeply as a function of predicted certainty
(Figure S2), and rank correlation between error and uncertainty

Figure 2. Building and training evidential models. (A) Evidential layers
can be added to the end of exisiting molecular feature extractor neural
networks. The output of the evidential layer is the parameters (m)
defining the molecule’s evidential distribution. (B) For continuous
regression learning problems, the evidential distribution p(θ|m) can
take the form of a Normal-Inverse-Gamma distribution, where m = {γ,
υ, α, β}, to yield both property prediction and uncertainty estimates.
Color represents likelihood density (darker = greater density). (C) The
model (feature extractor and evidential layer) is trained end-to-end
using backpropagation with a multi-objective loss that jointly
maximizes model fit and inflates uncertainty (i.e., minimizes evidence)
on errors.
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is highest for the evidential method on two out of the three data
sets tested (Figure S3).
Given these promising results in the lower-N setting, we next

evaluated the generalizability of the evidential method to larger
scale data sets of ≥50,000 data points (Figure 3D). Data sets of
this size often represent large-scale chemical libraries31 or are
generated via expensive physics-based simulations.32 In these
settings, the ability to quickly rank a larger library based upon
confidence is advantageous for guiding downstream analyses
and experimentation.33 To this end, we compared UQ methods
for 2D message passing networks evaluated on each of two
“higher-N” (≥50,000 molecules) data sets: the QM9 data set
containing computer-generated quantummechanical properties
for small organic molecules29,32 and a ligand docking data set
containing scores of 50,240 molecules docked against
thymidylate kinase using AutoDock Vina.34,35

For both these data sets, evidential regression predictions
have lower error than both ensemble- and dropout-based
methods for all confidence percentile cutoffs greater than 50%,
demonstrating steeper declines in error as a function of
confidence (Figure 3E, Table 1). Compared to the ensemble-
based method, evidential regression also displays higher rank
correlation between uncertainty and error on both the docking
data set (ρevidence = 0.163± 0.009, ρensemble = 0.040± 0.018) and
the QM9 data set (ρevidence = 0.469 ± 0.084, ρensemble = 0.244 ±
0.097) (Figure S3). On the QM9 data set with 2D molecular
representations, the evidential method exhibits steeper declines
in error as a function of confidence cutoffs relative to the
ensemble baseline, both for individual tasks (Figure S4) and on
the aggregated uncertainty averaged across tasks (Figure
S5A,B).
To demonstrate the utility of the evidential learning approach

for a variety of chemistry-specific neural model architectures, we
integrated the evidential regression loss function into an
atomistic neural network, implemented via the SchNetPack51

software [https://github.com/atomistic-machine-learning/

schnetpack], that operates on 3D molecular conformers (Figure
3D). While ensembles are more accurate with no cutoff
calculations (MAEensemble = 2.04 × 10−2, MAEevidence = 2.98 ×
10−2; Table 1), the evidential method still produces
uncertainties that correlate well with error (Figure 3F). When
considering only predictions in the 95% confidence percentile,
the evidential method displays a quantitative improvement over
the ensemble method (MAEensemble = 1.29 × 10−2, MAEevidence =
1.12 × 10−2; Figure 3F, Table 1). Rank correlation between
error and uncertainty also reflects the steeper decrease of the
evidential method relative to the ensemble-based method
(ρevidence = 0.361 ± 0.007 vs ρensemble = 0.220 ± 0.012; Figure
S3C). Taken together, these results demonstrate the promise of
evidential regression in achieving well-ranked uncertainty
estimates across different data set sizes and molecular
representations, highlighting the modularity of this method.

Calibration and Tunability. After observing steep
reductions in error with increasing confidence, we next
investigated the calibration of the predicted uncertainties−a
critical property for the translation of any UQ method. With a
perfectly calibrated classifier, we expect to find the true target
value in the 90% credible interval 90% of the time.36 However, if
a regressionmodel is overconfident, we would find the true value
in the 90% credible interval less than 90% of the time and vice
versa for an underconfident model. Here, we explore the
calibration properties of evidential learning for molecular
property prediction.
Evidential learning methods introduce regularization terms

that minimize model evidence in instances of high predictive
error.26,27 Specifically, in the evidential regression method, the
training loss takes the form

λ= +L x L x L x( ) ( ) ( )NLL REG

where the log-likelihood term LNLL captures model fit and λ
controls the strength to which overconfident predictions are
penalized by the regularization term LREG. Thus, λ provides a

Figure 3. Benchmarking evidential uncertainty for molecular property prediction. (A) Lower-N regression tasks using 2D molecular representations
for uncertainty benchmarking. (B, C) Prediction error, measured as root mean squared error (RMSE) or mean average error (MAE), at different
confidence percentile cutoffs for the Delaney (B) and QM7 (C) data sets. Mean ± 95% confidence interval (c.i.), n = 10 independent trials. (D)
Higher-N regression tasks using 2D or 3Dmolecular representations. (E, F) Prediction error at different confidence percentile cutoffs for the Docking
(E) andQM9 (F) data sets for 2D direct message passing (D-MPNN; E) and 3D atomistic (SchNet; F) neural networks, respectively.Mean± 95% c.i.,
n = 5 independent trials.
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tunable hyperparameter capable of modulating the calibration of
any model trained with evidential loss (Figure 4A). To
investigate the effect of λ on uncertainty calibration, we trained
separate models with different regularization strengths and
computed empirical calibration curves that compare the fraction
of test set points that fall within a credible interval against the
fraction of test set points expected to fall within the predicted
credible interval.11 As expected, trained evidential D-MPNNs
move from overconfident to underconfident regions as λ is
increased, as shown on the Delaney data set (Figure 4B) and
across other lower-N data sets (Figure S6).
To quantify the calibration accuracy, we calculated the area

between the observed calibration curve and the parity line
(perfect calibration) for each value of λ evaluated across all
lower-N data sets (Figure 4C). For all lower-N data sets except
QM7, there exists a value of λ at which evidential regression is
more calibrated than the ensemble baseline (Figure 4C). Based
on these results, we choose a default of λ = 0.2, as cutoffRMSE is
robust to small changes in λ (Figure S7), and use this value for all
evaluations unless stated otherwise. This regularization strength
yields predictions calibrated at least as well as those of ensemble-
based methods across all data sets and tasks tested (Figures S1,
S5, and S8). While methods have been developed to recalibrate
and augment uncertainty predictions,36 the ability to tune λ via a
hyperparameter search with the evidential regression formula-
tion presents an additional, attractive option for chemical
science practitioners to quickly calibrate uncertainty before
applying general purpose recalibration techniques.

Application I: Uncertainty-Guided Learning. Having
verified that evidential uncertainties were well-calibrated to
errors on property prediction tasks, we next sought to use these
uncertainties to guide learning toward improved sample
efficiency or accelerated molecular optimization. Concretely,
in this section we investigate two applications, active learning
and Bayesian optimization, that utilize UQ to intelligently
prioritize sample acquisition (Figure 5A).

Active Learning for Sample Efficient Training. As a first
validation of the utility of evidential uncertainties for guided
learning, we turned to theQM9 data set,32 a standard data set for
molecular property prediction that captures geometric, ener-
getic, electronic, and thermodynamic properties, and asked
whether uncertainty-guided sample acquisition could yield a
more sample-efficient learning process. For QM9 active learning
experiments, data acquisition was simulated as iterative selection
from the library repeated six times after initialization with a
random 15% subset of the training data. At each step, the
uncertainty was evaluated across the remainder of the training
data (i.e., samples that had not yet been selected). For
explorative selection, the k samples with the greatest estimated
uncertainties at each iteration were added to the training set, and
the model was subsequently retrained using this expanded data
set and then evaluated on a held out test set (Figure 5A). For all
evaluations, random sample selection served as a baseline for
each uncertainty quantification method considered.
We find that active selection based on evidential uncertainties

yields significantly improved sample efficiency, reaching the
same level of performance of the full training data set with over
60% less data (Figure 5B). Further, acquisition using evidential
uncertainties results in increased data efficiency relative to
dropout-based selection. For example, to achieve an RMSE of
7.0, evidence-guided models required an average of 21% of the
entire training data compared to 55% for dropout-guided
models (Figure 5B).We observe, consistent with prior literature,T
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that stochastically trained networks (e.g., trained with dropout)
also suffer from a baseline performance drop relative to their
deterministically trained counterparts, even when all data is
considered. As expected, ensemble-based selection shows the
greatest improvement over random selection, which is
consistent with the advantages that training multiple independ-
ent models affords. However, this comes at a significant
computational cost, given that multiple independent models
must be completely retrained at each active learning step. With
growing interest in using uncertainties to inform full molecular
dynamics simulations17 and to decide when to perform density
functional theory simulations,16 retraining 5 to 10 times as many
models can drastically increase the expense and overhead of a
simulation. In contrast, evidential learning enables resource-
efficient uncertainty estimation at the cost of just a single
deterministic model, while still achieving increased training
efficiency relative to random acquisition at a level nearly on par
with ensemble-based selection (Figure 5C). Specifically, while
model ensembling achieves a better overall error, the evidential
method exhibits superior improvements in sample efficiency
across different stages of learning, attaining up to a 18%
improvement in error relative to the random baseline (Figure
5C). At any stage in learning, evidence-guided explorative
sampling yields an equal to or greater drop in error over random
acquisition when compared to either dropout or ensembling.
Bayesian Optimization for Accelerated Molecular

Discovery. Instead of acquiring samples solely based on
uncertainty, as with purely explorative active learning, Bayesian
optimization provides a framework to discover high performing
compounds (e.g., those with desired molecular properties) from
a large search space by incorporating both predicted property
scores and uncertainties to guide sample acquisition.34,37 In this
scheme, uncertainties can be used to explore the search space
more conservatively and to broadly enhance the overall diversity
of acquired sample batches.38

To this end, we investigated the utility of evidential
uncertainty for Bayesian optimization settings, where the aim
is to rapidly discover compounds with target molecular
properties. We turned to the ligand docking data set, previously
benchmarked in Figure 3D, of 50,240 molecules docked in silico
against thymidylate kinase.34 Given this library of ca. 50k
molecules, we aim to identify those with the best ligand docking
scores by only observing ground truth docking scores for a small
subset of the library. Data acquisition is initiated by training on a

random 1% subset (ca. 500molecules) and then simulated as the
iterative selection of new samples based on an upper confidence
bound (UCB) acquisition function according to a given UQ
method. In these experiments, a D-MPNN is used as the
surrogate model by which docking scores and uncertainties are
estimated.
For all three UQ methods evaluated (dropout, ensemble, and

evidence), UCB acquisition yields clear improvements over the
random baseline, representative of a brute-force search, as
measured by the percentage of top-500 (ca. top 1%) of scores
found as a function of the number of compounds explored
(Figure 5D). Specifically, the evidential method discovers over
50% of the top-500 docking molecules from the pool of 50k
molecules after exploring fewer than 2kmolecules (less than 4%
of the search space). Similar to the active learning experiments,
we also observe that the evidential method outperforms dropout
sampling but does not exceed the performance of ensembling
(Figure 5D, Table S2). While previous studies on this data set
have shown that using greedy sampling based upon predicted
docking score outperforms UCB,34 we additionally evaluate the
structural diversity of the newly acquired pool, relative to the
training set, in both greedy and UCB sampled molecules after
one round of acquisition (Figure 5E). Relative to its greedy
baseline, the evidential UCB method results in a statistically
significant increase in the average Tanimoto distance between
sampled molecules and their respective 10-nearest training set
neighbors, while the dropout- and ensemble-based UCB
methods do not (Figure 5E). Together, these results support
the use of evidential uncertainties within Bayesian optimization
frameworks for accelerated virtual screening and molecular
discovery.

Application II: Uncertainty-Guided Inference for
Virtual Screening. Though virtual screening is a common
tool in computer-aided molecular discovery, all in silico
predictions of QSAR models must be experimentally validated,
and often only a small fraction of predictions or candidates
nominated by QSAR models holds true in the real world.4,5

Therefore, there remains a need for integrated methods that can
help ensure the robustness of QSAR predictions. Fast and
scalable UQ methods have the potential to meet this need by
guiding in silico discovery toward molecular candidates
associated with greater predictive confidences, based on the
hypothesis that high confidence candidates are better suited for
downstream experimental validation. To this end, we next

Figure 4. Tunability of the evidential uncertainty. (A) The evidential regression method can be fine-tuned with a single hyperparameter, λ, in order to
achievemore calibrated predictions for a given data set. (B) Estimated confidence (cumulative probability) against the observed proportion correct for
an evidential D-MPNN evaluated on theDelaney data set. The dotted line represents perfect calibration.Mean± 95% c.i., n = 5 independent trials. (C)
Area between the observed calibration curve and the perfect calibration line across several lower-N data sets for evidential D-MPNNs trained with
varying λ. Dotted lines represent calibration of an ensemble of models. Mean ± 95% c.i., n = 10 independent trials.
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investigate the potential for evidential deep learning to discover
high confidence drug candidates in retrospective virtual
screening campaigns. Concretely, we consider a virtual screen-
ing pipeline for antibiotic discovery39 and demonstrate how
evidential uncertainties can be integrated to more accurately
prioritize drug repurposing candidates for use as antibiotics by
additionally filtering large screening libraries based on
confidence in addition to predicted activity.
To achieve this, we develop a framework for uncertainty-

guided prioritization in virtual screening (Figure 6A). A large,
labeled data set of small molecules is used to train an evidential
model which is in turn applied to a smaller, unlabeled discovery
data set to predict both molecular properties as well as

uncertainties. From these predictions, candidate molecules are
subsequently ranked by their associated property values and
then filtered further based on confidence thresholds ranging
from the 50th to 100th percentiles of greatest predictive
confidence (i.e., lowest uncertainties). Finally, among this
filtered subset, experimental hit rates (i.e., correlation of true
versus predicted activities) are determined either retrospec-
tively, as in this work, or prospectively to assess the relative
benefit of uncertainty-guided prioritization versus naive
nomination (i.e., without confidence filtering).
To concretely demonstrate the utility of this approach, we

considered the question of antibiotic discovery and leveraged a
recent data set39 of small molecules and their in vitro growth

Figure 5. Evidential active learning and Bayesian optimization. (A) Experimental scheme. (B) Active learning with explorative (solid) versus random
(dashed) sampling for D-MPNN evaluated on the QM9 data set. Mean ± 95% c.i., n = 10 independent trials. (C) Change in sample efficiency for
explorative acquisition in (B), evaluated as the percent decrease in predictive error relative to a randomly selected training set. (D) Bayesian
optimization performance on Enamine 50k data, measured by the percentage of top-500 scores found as a function of the number of ligands explored.
Solid traces represent an upper confidence bound (UCB) acquisition strategy. Mean ± 95% c.i., n = 10 independent trials. (E) Average 10-nearest
training set neighbors (10-NN) Tanimoto distance for batch samples after the first round of acquisition in Bayesian optimization experiments. Dots
represent median; bars represent interquartile range; lines represent upper and lower adjacent values. n = 10 independent trials, two-tailed unpaired t
test, ****P < 0.0001.
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inhibition against Escherichia coli (E. coli; inhibition measured by
OD600) (Figure S9A). We frame the prediction as a regression
problem and train a D-MPNN with evidential loss and outputs
on this data set of 2,335 small molecules to predict their OD600
values. The accuracy of the resulting model is shown on a held-
out validation set (Figure 6B).
Next, extending off the virtual screening pipeline presented by

Stokes et al.,39 we applied the trained evidential D-MPNN
model to an independent, unlabeled discovery data set with the
aim of identifying high confidence candidate antibiotics. We
leverage the Broad Drug Repurposing Hub40 as the discovery
data set and generate predictions for both estimated antibiotic
activities as well as learned evidential uncertainties (Figure S9B).
To begin to understand how uncertainties scale and extend to
this discovery data set, we visualize the structural overlap in
chemical space betweenmolecules in the discovery (Broad) data
set compared to those in the training data set and annotate
molecules in the discovery data set with their estimated
evidential uncertainties (Figure 6C). Qualitatively, this analysis
revealed select regions of chemical space associated with higher
evidential uncertainties that also exhibit less overlap with the
training set, consistent with the expected inflation of
uncertainties for out-of-distribution or distribution shifted
domains. Furthermore, comparison of predicted growth
inhibition to evidential uncertainty demonstrates that predicted
active molecules (lower predicted OD600) trended toward
higher uncertainties (Figure S9B), an observation consistent
with the stark imbalance and skewness of the training set (Figure
S9A).
We then utilized evidential uncertainties to prioritize high

confidence candidate antibiotics from the discovery data set,
with the goal of identifying molecule sets with high experimental
hit rates, i.e., high likelihoods of having true growth inhibitory
activity in the real world (Figure 6A). To this end, following
prediction of both antibiotic activity and the associated

evidential uncertainty, we rank molecules in the discovery data
set according to their predicted antibiotic activities (i.e., lowest
to highest predicted OD600, where lower is better) and then
select the top k ranking molecules based on predicted activity, as
outlined in a previous virtual screen on this data set.39 We
subsequently filtered the resulting set of k molecules based on
confidence estimates for varying confidence thresholds.
Specifically, for a given confidence threshold p, molecules with
estimated confidences below the associated pth percentile are
removed from the list of top kmolecules, with p ranging from the
50th to 100th percentiles of greatest predictive confidence.
Experimental hit rates (true OD600 < 0.2) for these model-

nominated compounds were then determined using the subset
of candidates for which growth inhibitory activity against E. coli
had been determined39 (Figure S9C). This analysis revealed that
augmenting network predictions with confidence-based filtering
with evidential uncertainties can increase the experimental hit
rate relative to that of an unfiltered set of candidates (Figure
6D). Increasing confidence percentiles enriched the candidate
set for experimental hits, from a hit rate of 78% for naive filtering
to over 95% after confidence filtering using our evidential
method (Figure 6D). While filtering with ensemble-derived
uncertainties also increased the experimental hit rate above the
baseline, this difference was not as great as the relative increase
provided by the evidential method. These results suggest that
evidential uncertainties can be used to prioritize high confidence
drug candidates in virtual screens in order to ultimately guide
discovery toward greater likelihoods of experimental success.

■ DISCUSSION

Contributions. In this work, we establish evidential deep
learning as a scalable, efficient, and easy-to-use uncertainty
quantification method for molecular property prediction in the
chemical and physical sciences. By integrating our algorithm into
both message passing and atomistic networks operating on 2D

Figure 6.Uncertainty guided nomination in virtual screens. (A) Experimental framework in which trained uncertainty-aware models are deployed on a
discovery data set and molecules are ranked based on predicted properties. Uncertainty filtering is used to prioritize candidates among the top ranking
molecules. (B) Performance of evidential D-MPNN after training to predict E. coli growth inhibition. (C) t-SNE visualization of training set (orange)
and discovery data set (Broad library), colored by predicted evidential uncertainties (blue). (D) Application of confidence filters to prioritize sets of
antibiotic candidates with high experimental hit rates. Mean ± 95% c.i., n = 10 independent trials.
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graphs and 3D conformers, respectively, we demonstrate its
modularity across different network architectures and its
applicability across a range of tasks in both lower-N and
higher-N settings. Through benchmarking experiments against
model ensembling and dropout sampling methods, we show that
our evidential algorithm exhibits strong calibration and yields
uncertainties that scale with prediction errors, supporting the
utility of our method for prioritizing candidate molecules from
large screening libraries. Furthermore, we validate the utility of
evidential deep learning for uncertainty-guided learning and
compound prioritization in virtual screening. We find that
evidential uncertainties can effectively guide sample acquisition
to improve training efficiency and to accelerate virtual screening
in active learning and Bayesian optimization settings. Finally, by
leveraging an evidential message passing network to identify
high confidence candidate antibiotics, we show that evidential
uncertainties can be used to direct retrospective virtual
screening campaigns toward compound sets with increased
experimental validation rates.
Advantages of Evidential Learning in Chemical

Science. The evidential deep learning framework offers several
advantages relative to existing UQ approaches for neural models
in the chemical sciences. In contrast to other methods such as
Bayesian neural networks that requiremodifying architectures to
output probability distributions over network weights,41 our
algorithm can be incorporated into an existing network
architecture by modifying the loss function and the network’s
final output layer. Furthermore, our method presents key
scalability and efficiency advantages over sampling-based
approaches for QSAR UQ, namely traditional model ensem-
bling13 and dropout sampling,14 which necessitate training and/
or evaluation of multiple surrogate models in order to obtain
approximations of epistemic uncertainty. While widely used,
these methods can incur high computational costs which may be
prohibitive in settings that are resource-constrained, that require
iterative training, or that use large networks or large data sets.
Our method overcomes this limitation by directly modeling a
higher-order probability distribution over the likelihood
function and requires only a single forward pass through a
network to obtain uncertainty estimates.26,27

Opportunities and Applications inMolecular Property
Prediction. Because of its efficiency and ease of use, evidential
deep learning may be particularly relevant to uncertainty-guided
virtual screening of large scale chemical libraries. Virtual
screening workflows often involve exhaustive prediction of the
properties and performance of compounds in large virtual
libraries prior to prioritization of candidates for experimental
validation.31 In this setting, evidential deep learning may be used
to efficiently obtain uncertainty estimates to understand when
the predictions of QSAR models may not be trusted and
furthermore to accelerate downstream sample annotation or
acquisition, for example via active learning. We envision that
evidential learning can be incorporated as an efficient, modular
UQ method for virtual screening and compound discovery
campaigns.
Our methods may also prove useful in the context of neural

networks as surrogate models for quantum mechanical and
molecular dynamics simulations,42,43 where there is increasing
interest in using uncertainties to actively guide simulation
experiments to determine when machine learned predictions
can no longer be trusted.16,17 Furthermore, though in this work
we integrated evidential deep learning into the SchNet
architecture,44 continued development and integration of

evidential methods into new atomistic machine learning
architectures18 could help advance their deployment for
prediction of potential energy surfaces and quantummechanical
properties, tasks that demand computational scalability and
efficiency.

Scope and Future Work. While evidential deep learning
provides key advantages over existing methods for UQ in neural
models, there are several considerations that motivate
opportunities for future work. First, the vast majority of our
analyses here focus on regression problems in which networks
are trained to predict a continuous molecular property.
Evidential deep learning models were originally presented in
the setting of multiclass classification26 and, as such, are also
applicable to these domains as well. However, since the natural
form of many molecular properties is continuous (not discrete),
we focus our analysis in this work on the applicability of
evidential methods specifically in the regression domain. We
hypothesize that the benefits of evidential UQ for classification
will also be apparent inmulticlass settings, where a single input is
being classified as one discrete class from a set of options, such as
in protein secondary structure or amino acid prediction, among
other applications.45 Future research to this end will be
important to validate the generality of evidential UQ for
classification settings.
Furthermore, in this work, we focus on several metrics to

evaluate the quality of uncertainty estimates: confidence
percentile cutoff errors, Spearman rank correlation coefficients
between error and uncertainty, and miscalibration area. We also
acknowledge that these UQmethods would be best evaluated in
terms of their performance on realistic applications and
accordingly demonstrate the use of evidential uncertainties for
efficient Bayesian optimization, active learning, and virtual
screening. Thus, future work is needed to identify and formulate
other impactful applications where effective UQ methods yield
improvements in downstream performance. This could help
solidify the utility of uncertainty for machine learning in the
chemical, biological, and physical sciences, where guarantees in
not only model performance but also confidence are ultimately
needed for wide-scale adoption.
Finally, in this work we use our evidential UQ method to

guide learning and compound screening in the retrospective
setting, through active learning experiments and evaluation on
an antibiotic discovery data set. While these evaluations support
the utility of evidential deep learning, and UQmore broadly, for
similar analyses, they remain retrospective. Further work to
explore the utility of evidential uncertainties in the prospective
setting,46 for example to identify new, high confidence drug
candidates that may in turn be experimentally tested in the real
world, could help facilitate the adoption of UQ approaches in
discovery and engineering pipelines.

■ CONCLUSION
In summary, we have developed a flexible, scalable, and efficient
approach to uncertainty estimation in neural networks for
molecular property prediction in the chemical and physical
sciences. We demonstrated that evidential deep learning
provides well-calibrated uncertainties in structure−property
prediction and validated its relevance to uncertainty-guided
active learning and to prioritization of candidates in virtual
screening. We expect that evidential deep learning, which can
readily be incorporated into existing network architectures and
be applied to a variety of predictive learning tasks, could help
facilitate the robust and reliable deployment of uncertainty-
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aware neural models for molecular property prediction,
discovery, and design.

■ METHODS
All analyses shown in this work were performed in silico, and no
unexpected or unusually high safety hazards were encountered.
All scripts were written in Python; PyTorch47 was used for
building all machine learning architectures; RDKit48 was used
for various cheminformatics calculations.49−55 Additional
methods and implementation details are available in the
Supporting Information.
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